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Launching of the first issue of Industrial View in

2013 by N Kiran Kumar Reddy, CM, AP at the

launch of the magazine at CM’s chamber

(L to R) Shankarachary, Cherlapally, ILA 

executive member and FSME-AP advisor, G

Prasad Kumar, minister for HTLTSSI, APK Reddy,

President,FSME-AP and editor, Industrial View,

N Kiran Kumar Reddy, CM, Sudheer Reddy, 

Secretary, ILA, Cherlapally and M V Rajeshwar

Rao, CEO, CREDAI 



Why 
industrial

View?



e
very day we witness a new newspaper, magazine

or a journal being launched. Also with prolifera-

tion of e-magazines and newsletters where is the

need for another magazine, one may ask. though

many magazines are being brought out, there is not a single

publication dedicated to smes.

We have been deliberating on the need for a magazine

that can cater to the interests of the sme sector, that can

note the voice of the people involved. A magazine that can

go to depths and study problems that affect the sector. more

importantly, it can act as a platform for the stakeholders who

wish to be heard and take their problems to authorities.

Wherever i go, people approach me with their problems;

there could be an issue with the commissioner of industries,

bank work or how to go about establishing a unit. these

queries from a cross section of the people made me to think

of coming out with a magazine.

in my three decades of experience as an entrepreneur, i

have gone through every phase, from getting a foothold in

the industry, understanding the bureaucracy, dealing with

the babudom. during these years i have also witnessed the

economic changes that have taken place in the country.

in a seminar on ‘new economic policy’ in 1993 a young

post-graduate students had asked montek singh Ahluwalia

‘you have been speaking about opening our windows to the

world but please make sure that the roof does not get blown.

the student of economics was concerned about the indus-

try, especially the small scale and cottage, which could get

swept away by the advent of giant mnCs. the issue raised

by the student is still relevant. the roof has not blown off

with the entry of mnCs, but the small and medium indus-

tries have been ignored and relegated to the background.

there is no vote bank for the msme sector. perhaps that

is why it is languishing. the industrial policy offers many

sops, but in reality entrepreneurs are in trouble as there is

not a single agency he can turn to. An entrepreneur is not

being able to pay his loan to the bank.  the bank instead of

first going to the commissioner of industries directly ap-

proaches a court against him. Good policies are in place but

there is no implementation.

the industrial policy looks good on paper, but is far from

it when implemented. there are several committees for pro-

moting small-scale units, but they do nothing. every month

a district promotion committee under the chairmanship of

the collector meets to discuss issues pertaining to a sector.

the issue of non-performing assets (npA) surfaces every

time. Banks should be told to go soft on units and alternative

means of repayment sought. the timeframe could be in-

creased and strategies worked out to safeguard smes.

the state-level inter-institutional committee and the em-

powered committee of the RBi conduct quarterly meetings

with the principal secretary for industries and the RBi Re-



gional director. sources in the industry say that the outcome

of the meetings is far from satisfactory, as nothing is done to

tackle issues like npA.

the district promotion committee and sliiC have become

mere bodies. there is a need to take up issues facing smes

and industrial View plans to organize specific meetings, sem-

inars and conferences to find solutions.

At its core, industrial View is about transition; it is about

homes and dreams of entrepreneurs. india is transforming

and Andhra pradesh too is going through a tough period.

these changes are both invigorating and unsettling. indus-

trial View aims to help entrepreneurs tread this path by pro-

viding context, analysis, insight and perspective. Our aim is

to single out the ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘when’ of the issues that

plague the industry. it is our goal to add value in a manner

that allows new comers to the field to move seamlessly

from information to intelligence to knowledge that will

help them wade through the intricate paths of the sector.

A new entrepreneur has to deal with 18 departments from

sales tax, esi, pF,  income-tax, Central excise, Factories

Act, Ap pollution Control Board, just to name a few.

thanks to globalization, today there is stiff competition

among industries to excel. Although the country depends

on agriculture, it is yet to be given the status of industry.

india is the only such country which enjoys a unique sta-

tus of possesing abundant natural resources, but its

progress has not been matching and impressive. it still

follows the British administrative practices and archaic

laws. that is why perhaps neighboring China has be-

come a world power, overtaking us in all major fields,

including the industry sector. the major difference be-

tween the two nations is  Chinese politicians, officials

and people have accountability, where as we indians lack

it.

the Government of india does not seem bothered

about improving the situation as far as the industry sector

is concerned, despite the fact that it is a major contribu-

tor to nine per cent growth rate, provides 90 per cent em-

ployment and 40 per cent exports.

Gandhiji gave importance to cottage industries. nehru

likened all major industries to temples. indira Gandhi na-

tionalized banks to make them accessable to the common

man. Rajiv Gandhi gave importance to information

technology to take the country forward by leaps and

bounds. p.V. narasimha Rao and manmohan singh, as

Fm, implemented the economic reforms in the 90s. A.B.

Vajpayee continued the reforms and gave top priority to

the development of national expressway projects as as
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result of which property values

peaked, surrounding villages devel-

oped. dr. manmohan singh, as the

pm, is taking the country further

forward continuing the same tempo.

every engineering college should

promote entrepreneurship, have a

scope for tie-ups with banks so as

to enable students to become entre-

preneurs (self-employed) without

depending on jobs. instead, they

should create employment opportu-

nities in rural areas.

INDUSTRIAL VIEW & 

ITS SCOPE OF COVERAGE
importance will be given on up-

dates on development of industrial

parks in all viable mandals with

stress on training facilities in min-

ing, horticulture, aquaculture.

these parks should have separate

feeds for industries, agriculture and

domestic categories, with a big

boost for development of the non-

conventional energy sources. every

town should have marketing link-

up with the parks. environmental

issues would receive more atten-

tion. Harijan and dalitwadas should

be developed by providing skill de-

velopment centers/industrial train-

ing centers to promote

entrepreneurs. such centers should

promote schemes for the benefit of

sCs and sts, by having tie-ups with

banks and enable them secure

loans.

industrial View will always sup-

port entrepreneurs. it looks forward

to entrepreneurs to  provide infor-

mation to the magazine regarding

any shortcomings in the administra-

tion, instances of harassment, and

delays in extension of facilities

(complaints regarding corrupt prac-

tices). the magazine will take these

issues to the notice of higher offi-

cials. they will be projected in the

media if officials are indifferent to

the demands of the entrepreneurs.

industrial View will push policy-

makers and the government to set

up industrial parks in all mandals,

with skill development centers. it

will help entrepreneurs secure bank

loans under the Credit Guarantee

trust (CGtmsmes). it will also

coordinate with msme, nsiC,

nimsme, ApiiC, ApitCO, com-

missioner of industries, ministry of

Handlooms and textiles, food-pro-

cessing, mining and hospitality in-

dustries, regarding their activities.

(A.P.K.Reddy)
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CORPORATION BANK

WELCOMES  YOU
Financing Small & Medium

Enterprises
SME Schemes
CORP SME TEXPLUS SCHEME

CORP SME AUTO PLUS SCHEME 

CORP SME  RECEIVABLE FUNDING

CORP TERM PLUS 

SME LIQUID PLUS SCHEME 

CORP SME GOLD CARD SCHEME 

CORP SME CREDIT CARD RECEIVABLE FUNDING

CORP COLLATERAL FREE LOAN SCHEME

CORP COMMERCIAL VEHICLE LOAN SCHEME

CORP GOLD BUSINESS LOAN 

Small & Medium Enterprises are the driving engines for the
Banking Industry and the Nation.

D.No. 15/196,  BRINDAVANAM, NELLORE - 524001,

Ph: 0861-2337057, E-mail: cb8826@carpbank.co.in, Website: www.Corpbank.in

CORPORATION BANK
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‘We’ll 
support
industrial growth’

Industrial View editor APK Reddy interviewing YSRCP chief YS Jagan Mohan Reddy

during his fast untill death for Samaikyandhra at Lotus Pond.



p
olitical equations are fast changing and

elections are round the corner. With the

bifurcation of the state and following

protests in seemandhra, the political fu-

ture seems to be uncertain and leaders of

all parties are leaving no stone unturned to see their

positions are safe. ministers and elected representa-

tives are quitting one camp and joining the other

while election strategists are making plans to ensure

the win.

YsR Congress party which is one of the toughest

competitors to the ruling

party and the opposition in

upcoming elections has a

crystal clear agenda. the

YsR scion Ys Jaganmohan

Reddy is all out to support

the deceased industries and

wailing farming sector.

during his samaikya

deeksha to keep unite

Andhra pradesh, Jagan

shared some valuable points

with our editor A prashanth

Kumar Reddy.

Here are some excerpts:

The industrial sector in

Andhra Pradesh is in dol-

drums. How do you look

into this and what is your

comment?

it is simply because of the

hasty decisions taken by the

Central and state govern-

ments for the last four years. earlier, during Ys Ra-

jasekhar Reddy’s time, the industrial growth in

Andhra pradesh was tremendous. YsR signed on the

file of seven hours un-interrupted power to agricul-

ture, after coming into power. slashed power tariff

to large and small-scale industries. encouraged in-

dustrial policies with 25 paise interestes and subsi-

dies. there is no doubt and it was clear to all. He had

a vision to serve this sector which can create job and

financial opportunities.  He also slashed the power

tariffs (all time-low in the history of indian indus-

tries) to the industrial sector.  But, after his demise,

they (Congress leaders) are showing it as crime. is it

a crime providing water to industries? they put me

in jail for this cause. see how the changes were made

by the Central and state governments.  even CBi

quoted that there was nothing called quid-pro-quo,

but the government is making it as a serious offence

and torturing industrialists and me for supporting

them. How painful it is. But we are desperate to sup-

port the industrial growth as they did it in YsR’s

time. Kadapa steel plant, Krishna patnam port, Bel-

lary to Krishna patnam Rail/Road connectivity, Chit-

toor, Bramhani steel Kadapa

are the some of the examples

of  YsR development plan. He

also released the amount of

Rs.300 crore for sC, st entre-

preneurs (subsidies of 35% to

men and 40% to women entre-

preneurs) under the state-level

credit guarantee scheme.

55 lakh crore rupees were

converted into NPAs (Non

Profit Assets) that is affecting

literally three crore of people

in the state directly and indi-

rectly, how can you help these

NPAs?

Bifurcation of state will in-

crease this problem. so, we

are demanding the Central and

state governments to re-sched-

ule the npAs. soon after com-

ing into power, this issue will

be among our top priority.

State government has Rs. 20 ,000 crores dues to

power distribution companies (only for industries.)

What will be your contribution in solving this prob-

lem.

i will assure the industries and related departments

that we (YsRCp delegation) will meet the union Fi-

nance minister, power minister and msme minister

and explain them about the problem. We demand

them to solve the power crisis which is mainly af-

fecting the msme sector. Assured to call for a meet

with industrialists and Associations to discuss the is-

sues.
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"We will 
solve the 
power crisis in
six months"

APK Reddy in conversation

with Minister for MSME

G.Prasad Kumar

G Prasad Kumar,

Minister for 

Handlooms & Textiles,

Spinning Mills, SME,

Khadi & Village 

Industries Board, 

Government of AP in

an exclusive interview

to A P K Reddy, Editor,

spoke about the plans

for providing asmes-

tance to small-scale 

industries, handlooms

and textile units in

particular



Tell us about your plans for the textile

industry

the government is keen on developing

handlooms and textiles. We have sanc-

tioned Rs 2 crore for the malkapur textile

park for the development of infrastruc-

ture. the focus is to develop industrial

parks in rural areas. We believe that true

development takes place when it begins

from the bottom and in circles, as envis-

aged by mahatma Gandhi. 

the party is keen to carry forward the

ideals of mahatma Gandhi, indira

Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi and sonia Gandhi. 

there are also plans for separate indus-

trial parks for sCs/sts and women. there

is a provision for 40 per cent subsidy for

sCs/sts and women and 35 per cent for

men. 

Handloom weavers are facing problems

of marketing. What are the plans for

APCO?
there is good news for the weavers

community. GO 24 has been passed

which makes it mandatory for all govern-

ment departments to procure material

from ApCO. this will give a fillip to

weavers as well as the handlooms and

textiles sector. Hostels and schools will

have to get products from ApCO. priority

is being given to the cottage industry. the

government wants to safeguard traditional

crafts. 

What steps are being taken to reschedule

loans to industries?

the Chief minister has written to the

Reserve Bank of india for rescheduling of

loans to industries in Ap. A joint meeting

with the department of industries, state

level Banking Committee (slBC) will

be shortly organized. 

We are in talks with slBC on a regular

basis. the Government is also stresmeng

the need to procure local products so that

industrialists need not bother about mar-

keting. 

What is the government doing to provide

incentives to industrialists? 

the government has already released

Rs 115 crore for the purpose.  the dis-

bursement of pending arrears to industries

in the msme sector will take place soon. 

the government is keen to develop an

industrial park for the Kapra micro and

small industries Association. 

What is the government doing to solve

the power crisis?

We have sanctioned Rs 200 crore for

providing power to industries for two

months in march & April 2012. We will

solve the power crisis within six months.

discusmeons are on lifting power cuts

completely this month. the chief minister

in touch with all departments. A delega-

tion of industrialists from the state would

be taken to new delhi soon for talks with

the union Finance minister and the

power minister. 

the power cuts which were earlier in

force from 6 to 10 pm have been reduced

by one hour. even the working days have

been increased by a day.

INTERVIEW
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Small and Medium Scale Entrepreneurs in Modern India are going

through a toughest ever phase in the history of recent times. All this

is attributed to lopsided policies of the State and Central govern-

ments, bankers, power generation and distribution companies. The

industrial development during the last nine years in India and in

Andhra Pradesh in particular has not been  up to the mark with a

good number of industries getting converted into NPAs, adversely

affecting the lives of lakhs of entrepreneurs/employees.

state lacks good 
ssi policy: 
muralidhar Rao 
BJP leader sees a ray of hope for SMSEs  

BJP National General Secretary, M Muralidhar Rao sharing his views with Editor, Industrial View, APK Reddy
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H
owever with the politi-

cal scenario set to un-

dergo dramatic changes

with the resurgent

Bharatiya Janata party emerging as

the key player, changes in every

sphere of development is bound

witness metamorphosiis, come

2014 General elections.

Brushing aside his busy schedule,

suave and soft-spoken  national

BJp General secretary, m muralid-

har Rao shared his views and keen

observations with ‘industrial View’

keeping national and state perspec-

tive in view. 

Here are some excerpts
from the interview:
This is the worst-ever phase for the

Indian industries. How do you and

your party look into this issue?

Yes, in modern india we have not

seen such bad situation for indus-

tries. Here the question related to

the existence of small industry,

which is undoubtedly backbone of

india economy after agriculture.

under the upA rule,  the focus is

not been on this sector. there is no

encouragement for the domestic in-

vestors. 

surprisingly, they have been en-

tertaining investments from foreign

countries. these Foreign direct in-

vestments had occupied the cen-

trestage. the so-called reforms

ushered in by the upA government

centre on foreign investments, for-

eign technology and facilitations for

the foreign companies.

the recently held WtO meeting

at Bali, indonesia also discussed

many issues based on Foreign

trade Facilitations (technology, in-

dustry and import).

literally, this sector has been

neglected for the last nine and half

years under the Congress rule.

Do you think this is the only prob-

lem for the present situation of in-

dustries?

no, we have to respect the rules

of WtO, but don’t neglect the in-

dian investors and indian entrepre-

neurs. Here you can give sops to

boost this sector. provide the basic

needs of smes and help them to

improve the imports.

that will help the industry and

the indian economy as well.

the backbone has become neg-

lected. that resulted in the indus-

trial sickness or npA. smes are the

major employment generators. Ac-

cording to the 66th round of na-

tional survey, there is a large scope

for smes to generate more em-

ployment but due to unsupportive

system they have been thrown into

a shambles..

the most important thing

is, smes provide employ-

ment in rural areas and

towns. As per recent sur-

vey, two-and-half crore

self-employed entre-

preneurs are on

roads for the

past 10 years.

india is always the country of en-

trepreneurs. We had occupied

number One position at the global

level. millions of entrepreneurs

were running the economy of the

nations.

But the situation has changed;

the government forgot the basic

principles of the economy to give

importance to indian industries.

literally, the public money and

the personal money are being

squandered. When small scale in-

dustry becomes sick and liable, the

whole economy will register a

slump.

this is the situation we have

today.  

What is required to revive the ail-

ing industrial sector?

small industry grows when it has

sound infrastructure. it does not

generate power and if there is no

power  the industry goes

waste. there are no opti-

mum conditions. it leads to

the industry to be-

come idle.

We have cold

storages but no

power supply. 
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if there is no road connectivity

how the ssi will grow. the growth

was stopped because of lack of

proper infrastructure. And invari-

ably, ssi had become a casualty.

You have converted it (infrastruc-

ture) into high-cost economy by

raising the interest rates. Hence, the

competitive spirit will diminish.

High cost credit is creating a de-

fensive condition for the ssi. it

leads to the non-level playing field

for both import and exports. mnC

works in india and consequently,

they are getting loans from some

other country.

the interest rates in their country

are obviously low when compared

to india. they are accepting loans

from global market. Global compa-

nies will get loans at less interest

rate. Obviously they sell goods for

lesser amounts.

the system without equilibrium

competition will never support the

system.

the smes cater to the local mar-

ket needs and the local market in-

frastructure is being used as the

basic logic behind indian industries.

the united progressive Alliance is

against this as they are completely

pro -corporate ignoring small scale

industries.

they are allotting lands to corpo-

rate companies and giving incen-

tives to them.

their fundamental framework is

to be corporate-friendly and not

showing interest in saving small in-

dustrial clusters and industrial es-

tates. 

Are the industries all over India

facing the same situation?

Here we have to observe two

things.  industrial policies set by the

Central Government. they give all

incentives, loans and other benefits

as being decided by union govern-

ment.

national level financial system is

under implementation.

states have to follow the guide-

lines of Central government.

But only what the state govern-

ments can do is. they can allot

lands, decide the power incen-

tives/power tariffs and small bene-

fits from their side.

For example, Gujarat has its own

power generating system. that is

the reason the industries of Gujarat

are being supplied with sufficient

power and the production is as ex-

pected. industrialists of this state

are quite happy.

And other BJp- ruled states are

giving good power tariffs and unin-

terrupted power supply to indus-

tries.

non-Congress ruling govern-

ments are working bit more on in-

dustries apart from acquiring

Central govt aid. But, the situation

in Congress-ruled states is totally

different. 

neither they pressurise Central

government nor they provide help-

ing hand to this sector. Gujarat is

providing basic infrastructure and

road connectivity to ssis. they

have been creating new clusters and

industrial estates.

non-Congress ruling govern-

ments have been working with lim-

ited resources .

it is highly impossible to tran-

scend all the barriers which are

being put forth by the Central gov-

ernment

What is your party’s vision on

India-China trade relations?

it is one among the problems

being faced by the nation. the trade

deficit with China is 40 million dol-

lars as on date. the difference be-

tween the imports and exports with

China is in the favour of China.

that means we have been im-

porting more from China but ex-

porting a little to the Communist

country. this  is nothing but we are

exporting employment to China.

indian government supports

BJP National General Secretary, M Muralidhar Rao addressing an

interaction session with Small and Medium Entrepreneurs of AP.

Officer bearers of various SME associations are also on the dais
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China as per its laid-out  their poli-

cies. We have been losing due to the

imports from China power sector.

power supply inputs, mobile batter-

ies, toys, Ganesha statues, electri-

cal, electronic, computer

peripherals… etc are being im-

ported from China.

Basically, india has good busi-

ness skill. But the long-term plans

were not been implemented by

upA govt.

except Hyderabad no ssi cluster

is in telangana region. many parts

of the Andhra region also don’t

have clusters. this is attributed to

lack of good ssi policy by the gov-

ernment of Andhra pradesh..

Research laboratories like eCil,

idBl and other public sector un-

dertakings are in Hyderabad. Based

on this some associated sectors are

surviving. 

i am very much sure that only

smes can boost the indian econ-

omy – there is no doubt. For that

matter, no industry can go on its

own but they have to be given im-

portance and priority.  ssis and

micro industries are being grown

from forefathers. if we give impor-

tance to them it will definitely help

in generating more and more em-

ployment.

modern india also had the scope

of cost-based industries like toys,

saree weavers. But, now it is in a

sorry state.

At Centre, and in Andhra

pradesh the governments are not

ready to provide skill development

training institutes.  Vocational engi-

neering colleges should work on

par with professional engineering

colleges. then only the skill re-

quired for the ssis will be devel-

oped and can yield good results. 

Do you hold banks’ responsible for

this situation?

Banks have to follow the guide-

lines given by RBi in the revival

and rehabilitation of sick industries,

but they are not following the rules.

Bank managers are not taking

risk. they are not giving impor-

tance to the needy and deserving.

targetted section is being humili-

ated even by the bankers. And even

retail marketeers are shelling out

five per cent interest on day-by-day

basis to micro finance system for

their existence.

the banking system for the retail

market has not been systemized in

india till today.

loan without collateral security

is only to paper but not put to im-

plementation.

Walmart is being given loans at

low interests but the retail entrepre-

neurs here cough up high rate of in-

terest.

High expectations are on Naren-

dra Modi from industrial sector.

How do you assure the industries?

Yes, there are high expectations

from narendra modi.  Because,  he

has a proven track record of good

governance and industrial and de-

velopment aspect as well.

narendra modi is the only alter-

nate for the development in india.

ndA has many times questioned

upA’s irrational rules and policies

that led to skewed development of

the industry in the country.

We are desperate to re-write the

indian glorious history as the re-

vival of industries is the only alter-

native, we believe.

For that, national industrial pol-

icy should be conceived and im-

plemented in right and earnest

manner. 

though there are WtO condi-

tions in foreign trade business, we

have to work for the development

of indian traditional industries.

We will include all these prob-

lems into our manifesto during the

ensuing elections and will accord

top priority for revival of indus-

tries.

Andhra pradesh industries have

special problems; BJp will spe-

cially address the problems and try

to solve the problems after coming

into power.

it is not the problem of two re-

gions. it is the problem of ‘telugu

Jaati’

We are planning for a special

study on the issues concerning Ap

industries, 

industrial clusters, new clusters’

re-organizations, creation and

make sincere attempt to solve the

problems at any cost.

We will try to remove the na-

tional industrial imbalances.

ndA plans and created system

helped upA-i to serve india better

but that is no way related to the

greatness of the Congress.

Narendra Modi is
the only alternate for
the development in

India. NDA has
many times 

questioned UPA’s 
irrational rules and
policies that led to

skewed development
of the industry in the

country.
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the aptitude to call a spade a spade, own up mistakes

and take quick corrective action is something

that is a key characteristic of Dr K Narayana,

State Secretary of Communist Party of India (CPI).

Assertive but not aggressive, his voice says it all.

Outspoken, he hits the nail on its head when he deals

with the issues of public interest.

With the word ‘fear’ giving always a miss in his

lexicon, Narayana emerged a crucial cog in the

student movements, not only in his native

mandal Nagari, but also in his Chittoor district.

Habituated to face the danger and surge ahead of

adversaries, Narayana, a qualified physician,

involved immensely in several mass struggles and

widely admired by rank and file of the party and even

also outside the party. It is always exciting to speak to

the leader like him, who is spending his life fighting

and speaking against the economic disparity, civil

unrest, marginalisation and corruption.

APK Reddy, Editor-in-Chief, Industrial View,

met Comrade Narayana to discuss many issues

related to the industrial crisis, particularly in

MSME sector.

tête-à-tête 

msme erases

boss-worker

hierarchy
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Our State is now bifurcated and consequently Spe-

cial Category Status (SCS) is promised to See-

mandhra for 5 years. But, SCS to ‘affluent’

Seemandhra is being opposed in Telangana. How

do you look at the issue?

the two regions are not rivals to compete for spe-

cial privileges without thinking of practical feasibil-

ities. Virtue must prevail out of teeth of emulation.

We, the Cpi, stood solid for the cause of telangana

people. it fought for the rights of the people, for spe-

cial allocations to the region. When they agitated for

their own rule to get their problems solved and de-

velop their region, we supported the separate telan-

gana movement.     

On the other side, the apprehensions of the people

of seemandhra also should be understood, particu-

larly on the issues like water. Godavari and Krishna

rivers flow through telangana. though it was the

upper riparian region,  it did not able to use the water

with lack of lift irrigation projects, as the farming

lands in telangana are in higher elevation. late Chief

minister Y s Rajasekhara Reddy made some effort

on projects. in seemandhra, the people are longing

for the completion of irrigation projects like

Galerunagari, Handrineeva, Velugodu which were

based on surplus waters of the Krishna river. thou-

sands of crores were spent on them. But, the recent

interim judgment by Brijesh mishra tribunal prevent-

ing Andhra pradesh from utilizing surplus water put

the fate of all the unfinished projects in jeopardy.

Amid this situation, separate telangana definitely

adds up to their apprehensions. therefore, their de-

mand for the continuity of special category status for

10 years, is also understandable and genuine. All

these opinions are being incorporated in Cpi’s rep-

resentation with Centre and also with Group of min-

isters (Gom). moreover, the oral assurances of the

pm in Rajyasabha on sCs have no relevance, unless

it is constitutionally processed. 

seemandhra’s concentration on Hyderabad was

also an offshoot of the centralized development in

the capital. the movements with regional aspirations

generally arise when the region lags behind in devel-

opment. let Hyderabad experiment should not be re-

peated in future. 

Telangana community fears de-industrialization of

Telangana for Seemandhra being given SCS. What

is your stand on it?

Before dealing with those hypothetical problems,

APK Reddy, Industrial View Editor- in- Chief, in a

tete-a-tete with Dr K Narayana, State Secretary, CPI. 
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i would like to advise the industrialists of see-

mandhra not to flare up the tensions with their pro-

voking statements. their imprudent statements on

shifting their headquarters to residual Ap leave a

negative impression in the minds of telangana

people that they are leaving to evade tax benefits

to telangana, the place where their businesses

were flourished. the provokers are the corporate

players, not the small entities.     

What is your policy on small and medium entre-

preneurs? 

Of late, we realized that msme sector wiped off

the hierarchy between the employer and employee.

earlier, the management of industry was seen in

conventional terms. i used to take harsh stance

equally against the managements of big and small

entities. there were incidents of strikes, which led

to the closure of the small units. later on, i, as well

as my party also realized that the employers of

small and medium industries are semi-workers.

they also join the workers with the same tools of

manufacturing. 

i knew personally many

cases, where the young,

educated and talented

youth were attracted by

the government to start

their own firms and later

were ditched. nicely

placed engineers had to

forgo their secured jobs

after being encouraged by

the government policies

and later, they were left in

lurch. With the objective

to empower youth of the

rural area and provide

them with employment

opportunities in the indus-

try at a location near to

them, government made

big promises on free land,

infrastructure and other

facilities, including en-

sured marketing of their products. But, government

did not keep its promises, resulting in bankruptcy

of the industries by young entrepreneurs. the

banks, which gave the birth to the industries,

played devastating role in confiscating the same

industries. 

It is generally opined that unless the policy of en-

couraging young entrepreneurs is mandated with

an enactment, it is difficult to implement it. In

other words, legislation must be passed in the

lines of SC ST Sub plan or Protected Tenancy

Act, for strict implementation of youth entrepre-

neurial ventures. What is your comment?

- Cpi supports the idea. Our governments

are not making use of the most of our young talent.

so, the talent is pushed into large, established

mnCs. this  is not what we need over the longer

term. What we need for the next decade are thou-

sands of new companies that will focus on devel-

oping and launching products and services needed

to tap the massive opportunities in our own land

and also around the

world. therefore, youth

entrepreneurship policies

must be introduced. the

units of the small and

medium entrepreneurs,

including of youth teams,

must be made ancillaries

to the big corporate play-

ers. the big hurdle, mar-

keting of the products

must be taken care of.

i believe that smes

cannot survive all on their

own. there has to be spe-

cific intervention by the

government for this sec-

tor to survive. it intends

to reverse the neo-liberal

paradigm of the past few

years and have a renewed

focus on the growth of

public sector and smes.

The young, educated and

talented youth were 

attracted by the government

to start their own firms and

later were ditched. Nicely

placed engineers had to

forgo their secured jobs

after being encouraged by

the government policies and

later, they were left in lurch. 
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State government routinely provides policies to

the SMEs. But, they are untimely and not coming

in the rescue of SMEs. Do you take active role in

getting constitutional obligation to the policies?

Does your party advocate the cause of SMEs? Do

your MLAs and MPs fight for the welfare of

SMEs in the State and Centre houses of legisla-

tion?

Our party will definitely strive hard for a com-

prehensive legislation in parliament for welfare of

smes. From the beginning, we supported smes

and opposed the monopolist corporate industries.

Our party already waged a battle against Foreign

direct investments (Fdi) in the interests of small

and medium industrialists. 

We are opposing Fdi in retail tooth and nail be-

cause, it wipes off the small-scale industries and

also causes soaring inflation rates. We demanded

the government to implement encouraging policies

for smes in the labour intensive sectors. We seek

relief packages for sectors affected by recession

like textiles and garments, gems and jewellery,

leather, handicrafts, coir, cashew, marine products,

software and it, particularly the small and medium

enterprises. providing adequate incentives, infra-

structure support and ensuring sufficient credit

from banks and financial institutions are the major

thrust areas for Cpi.  

SME sector is severely hit by irregular power cuts

and improper power policies of the government.

Statistically 6 units per hour are being shut down

due to the restrictions imposed on legitimate

power consumption and levying hefty penalties

for exceeding prescribed limits. How do you per-

ceive this power problem?

power is the major source of input to the indus-

try. since the government is only supplier of power

and it is bound to supply necessarily, it has to look

out for its resources for the stipulated power sup-

ply. industry has nothing to do with the problems

of the government in power generation, including

lack of water in reservoirs, dearth of coal, or short-

age of other resources. therefore, like in insurance

policy, the government should take the responsibil-

ity for the losses of industry due to power shortage.

the industrialist must not be burden for the gov-

ernment’s mistake. law must be amended, enacted

to make the government responsible for improper

power supply. 
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Since hereditary profes-

sions and conventional

occupations of washer

men, cobblers, barbers

and weavers are heavily

hit by the changed life-

styles, what do you de-

mand the government

on their behalf?

the communities

you referred to were vir-

tually self-sufficient in

the villages. later, they

were displaced by gadg-

ets and they are mis-

placed. For example,

washer man community

faced severe hardship

with the advent of latest

electrical and electronic

washing machines.

their plight ushered

them to towns and cities

to become working labour for a dry-cleaning units

of a capitalist. the government must be proactive to

supply washing plants and modern laundering ma-

chines, besides ensuring them free power supply to

face the competition from the muscled capitalists. 

similar exercise must be followed for all those en-

gaged in their traditional occupations. While encour-

aging registered societies, the government should

allocate some corpus fund for disbursement of loans.  

it is equally important to one and all to see the

welfare schemes, brought into the level of implemen-

tation after relentless struggles, not to get inflicted

by corruption.  

By the latest statistics, the banks have added Rs

63,386 crores of bad loans during the nine months

ending December 2013, which represents a growth

of 35.2% over the March 2013 number. Gross non-

performing assets (NPAs) of 40 listed banks rose

35.2% to cross the Rs 2.4 lakh crore mark. Basi-

cally, what is your stand on the NPA norms of RBI,

particularly when it comes to SMEs?  

i have my reservations on npA norms on smes.

the 90-day overdue norm for a

loan account to be treated as

non-performing asset (npA),

should be repealed  for small

and tiny enterprises, in view of

the fact that payments to small

scale industry suppliers are de-

layed beyond 180 days as a

rule, sometimes even to 210 to

270 days, notwithstanding the

delayed payment Act.

the 90-day norm for a loan

account to be treated as npA is

counter-productive, because, if

a particular bill is not honoured

on the 90th day, not only the

drawing power of the borrower

gets reduced, but it also sets off

a chain reaction, as a result of

which the account itself slips

into the status of an npA. now,

i was told that 90-day period is

going to get reduced further to

30 days, which is outrageous. if

an ordinary citizen could not repay a couple of car-

loan installments, the bank is uncouth to snatch the

car. msmes might struggle to even get a loan. if they

manage to get a loan, the bankers prowl around the

small industries till they are crumbled down to earth.

Credit should not be a constraint for viable proj-

ects in the msme sector. However, the major prob-

lems faced by the msme sector are related to the

availability of loans without collateral, delays in loan

sanctions, high cost of funds, delayed payments,

marketing problems, sickness, etc. 

But, banks show enthusiasm to hide bad loans of

corporate players.  instead of writing off loans or

forcing anyone to pay up, they offered an ingeniously

named scheme: Corporate debt restructuring; they

are given a moratorium, maybe a year or two, on

payments. suddenly, the blacklist of incorrigible

business defaulters fells into oblivion, because, they

might have arranged for new loan. it is particularly

galling in a poor country where banks immediately

blacklist poor and middle-class defaulters, particu-

larly the smes.  

it is also come to my notice that a lobby is active

Credit should not be a
constraint for viable 
projects in the MSME
sector. However, the
major problems faced by
the MSME sector are 
related to the availability
of loans without 
collateral, delays in loan
sanctions, high cost of
funds, delayed payments,
marketing problems,
sickness, etc. 
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to get the units in the industrial belts declared as ‘sick

units’ so that the land could be sold to the land mafia

on that pretext. Bank higher officials are allegedly

ganging up with the mafia and everything is done in

connivance of bu-

reaucrats. We are se-

riously thinking to

wage a war against

the mafia. 

I, on behalf of

FSME- AP, am very

grateful to you, your

party for standing

strong in our soli-

darity. I hope, you

will further extend

same kind of support

for SMEs’ cause.

We are richly en-

dowed in entrepre-

neurial talent. the

economic censuses

demonstrate the huge

size and growth of

entrepreneurial activ-

ity with smes. in my

opinion, the sme

sector is inherently

more efficient than

the corporate. the

smes tend to have

lower capital to

labour ratios. the

small scale industries

are one of the major

sources of employ-

ment in the indian

economy.

But, sme sector

has been several in-

stitutional bottle-

necks ranging from

marketing, finance,

infrastructure, tech-

nology, particularly

lack of support from

policy makers, who

are unfortunately encouraging domestic big business

houses and the mnCs. Cpi will definitely in fore-

front to oppose anti- msme attitude of governments

and will agitate for the cause of msme sector.



Mekapati Rajgopal Reddy

CMD

VDB PROJECTS (P)LTD

Indira Nagar, Bengalore
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Funds
implement
industrial policy is priority

to 
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Vision, determination and leadership- are the three essential

elements for the able administrators who make a difference.

Translating the understanding and policies of the governments

into actions can be done only through them. In this course

some administrators leave their prints on the people whom they

are dealing with.  

B.P. Acharya, I.A.S., presently Principal Secretary, 

Planning in the Government of Telangana is one such 

exemplary administrator with a vision and acumen.

His contribution to the industrial development of the combined

Andhra Pradesh and in particular Telangana has been quite

significant. 

He believed in knowledge-based MSMEs and encouraged

setting up institutions like APSSI Centre. He was instrumental

in setting up SSI Rehabilitation Fund to serve as seed money

for rehabilitation to those who qualify for rehabilitation. 

Even while in APIIC his abiding interest in MSMEs made

him insist that the SEZs should have significant space for the

MSMEs during their growth process.

Sectoral policies starting with biotech, pharma and auto

have seen hey days during his time.

B P Acharya, a name synonym for providing active 

leadership for the growth of the industry in the erstwhile

Andhra Pradesh is now leading the planning department which

can give impetus to multi-faceted development of Telangana.

He shared his views on various aspects of industry and MSME

sector in an exclusive interview with Industrial View.
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Y
ou have vast experience

and a dynamic vision on

the industrial sector as

you served during the Chief Min-

istership of Chandra Babu Naidu

and YS Rajasekhar Reddy. What

were the major achievements in

industrial sector in undivided

Andhra Pradesh during your

tenure as Secretary of Industries

and Managing Director AP In-

dustrial Infrastructure Corpora-

tion?

during my tenure as secretary

industries from 2000-2004, con-

certed efforts were made to de-

velop a life science cluster at

Genome Valley in the outskirts of

Hyderabad, which has emerged as

the biotech hub of india. during

this period efforts were also made

to create Apparel and leather in-

dustrial parks and also to address

the needs of sme sector, particu-

larly with reference to incipient

sickness. during my tenure as md,

ApiiC between 2005-2009,the re-

source base of ApiiC recorded sig-

nificant increase and grew from

Rs.125 crores to Rs.5000 crores

(approx), which in turn, helped in

all round upgradation of infrastruc-

ture in the industrial parks in the

combined state of Ap.  

AP Industrial Infrastructure Cor-

poration played an important role

in developing the industrial sector

under your leadership. The dis-

trict offices of APIIC were de-

signed to attract entrepreneurs.

Can you share the idea and vision

behind developing district offices

of APIIC? During your tenure of

the MD of APIIC, how much of

land allocations were made by

APIIC and what were the figures?

What are the statistics in terms of

development, employment and

revenue generation?

By improving the infrastructure

in over 200 industrial parks in the

state and setting up new clusters in

around 100 seZs,(the highest

number in the country), it was pos-

sible to attract large scale invest-

ments in various sectors, thereby

generating employment in large

numbers. A case in point is the

Aerospace seZ at Adibhatla,

which has emerged as the global

hub for high-end manufacturing in

this sector. Another example is the

Financial district at Gachibowli

and the Knowledge city project at

Raidurg which have attracted in-

vestments from many global play-

ers.

What is to be done in the two new

states of Telangana and Andhra

Pradesh for the growth of indus-

trial sector?

there is a need to consolidate

the efforts of the past and to give a

new boost to the industrial sector,

particularly in manufacturing area,

by capitalizing on the “make in

india” campaign of Govt.of india. 

District Industries Centres (DICs)

are supposed to play a vital role

for the growth of industry at dis-

trict level. Today, they are in an

absolute pathetic condition with-

out infrastructure and other nec-

essary conditions. Where do you

locate the problem? What are the

steps to be taken by the govern-

ment to rejuvenate DICs?

there is an urgent need to con-

vert diCs into proactive facilitation

centres for industrial growth for ef-

fective implementation of new in-

dustrial policies in both the states.

Change in mind set is the need of

the hour, for the personnel posted

at diCs. suitable incentive

schemes for good work need to be

devised too.

The priority of the

department is to

ensure smooth

flow of funds to 

implement the

new industrial

policy of the state.

”



Entrepreneurs, particularly from

MSMEs do not feel secure in the

present atmosphere? What are the

major aspects which are acting as

deterrent?

Challenge of global competition

and lack of timely credit for work-

ing capital needs are major hurdles

for the msmes sector today. till

recently, availability of power was

another problem which was suc-

cessfully redressed in telangana

now.

In the present scenario of glob-

alised economy how can be the

MSME sector linked to corporates

and multi nationals? What are the

common points and contradic-

tions?

We had taken up a study through

isB to connect msmes sector to

the large manufacturing units in

seZs and mnCs under “sme con-

nect” programme that made some

interesting recommendations to

achieve a continuum in the indus-

trial value chain. particularly in the

context of the downturn in China,

there is a huge opportunity to be

tapped by india and our msmes

sector should take full advantage of

this.     

NPAs are the major issue of con-

cern for the entrepreneur. Incen-

tives declared are going to banks

under recovery. In this scenario,

how MSMEs can be rescued?

special credit line for msme

sector needs to be worked out by

the banks and there is a need for re-

vamping the existing policy in this

regard.

Planning is the crucial depart-

ment which envisages future re-

quirements to suggest allocations.

As you are heading Planning of

Telangana state, what are your

priorities regarding MSME sec-

tor?

the priority of the department is

to ensure smooth flow of funds to

implement the new industrial pol-

icy of the state.

Telangana districts have different

natural sources which can be

tapped for the growth of local

MSMEs. For example forest

products and granite in Kham-

mam district. What should be the

plan for tapping these resources

for the benefit of MSME sector?

mineral based industries partic-

ularly in msme sector need to be

promoted in these areas.

For the revival of sick units in

Telangana Corpus Fund is

needed. What are the plans from

the government side on this cru-

cial issue?

i am sure industries department

is examining the matter and will

come up with appropriate policy

initiative.

Institutions like State Institutional

Promotion Committee (SIPC),

State Institutional Promotion

Board (SIPB) and Small Scale In-

dustries Development Board

(SSIDB) became defunct. Entre-

preneurs and MSME bodies feel

that this has affected the perform-

ance of the industry. Is this opin-

ion justified or a baseless

apprehension?

A special chasing cell has been

created in the CmO of ts Govern-

ment which can monitor the redres-

sal of problems faced by industries.

new institutional mechanism has

to be evolved under the industrial

policy to create an effective system

to proactively promote industries. 

What are the major issues of con-

cern in the industrial sector to

achieve ‘Bangaru Telangana’ call

of the Chief Minister of Telan-

gana K Chandrasekhar Rao and

the government? 

the biggest challenge is to en-

sure that the recently launched ts-

ipass and the industrial policy

recently are implemented effec-

tively and suitable infrastructure is

created in the large tracts of land

identified without much delay.

What are the steps to be taken in

industrial sector and particularly

MSMEs, to make ‘Make in India’

a possible dream? 

the objectives of ‘make in

india’ can be achieved by giving a

boost to the manufacturing sector

and ensuring ease of doing busi-

ness. suitable labour reforms are

also needed to ensure this.

MSME sector is in dire crisis for

the past two decades. What is to be

done for this sector by the govern-

ments of two Telugu states and the

Central government?

needs of the msme sector

which provides large scale employ-

ment require to be addressed and a

revamp package may be worked

out to give an impetus to the sector.
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policy is 
unique

neW industRiAl 

Jayesh Ranjan, md, 

telangana state industrial 

infrastructure development 

Corporation & Commissioner of

industries, telangana state, 

explained the salient features of

new industrial policy of 

telangana, in an exclusive 

interview with m A Vasu, 

executive editor 
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Industrial View:Leading an im-

portant institution responsible

for industrial development of

new state of Telangana is no

simple task. What are the chal-

lenges and tasks before you?

Jayesh Ranjan:most important

challenge is that telangana being

a new state is not widely recog-

nised by people. As it is there is

competition from the strong states

which are doing well industrially.

to meet this competition and

emerge ahead by a completely

new state, it is the most critical as-

pect.

Industrial View:CM of Telan-

gana declared that the Indus-

trial Policy declared by his

government is an exemplary

one. What are the vital and

unique issues addressed in this

new policy?

Jayesh Ranjan:the new industrial

policy has a number of unique

features. For the first time, our

state has decided to reserve all

Government lands not fit for agri-

culture, for industrial purposes.

the process for according permis-

sion and approvals has been sim-

plified. For the first time, a right

has been created for the entrepre-

neur to seek approvals within a

time bound manner and to impose

penalties on officials who cause

delay due to negligence in accord-

ing approvals.

Industrial View:Many new proj-

ects were announced in these

past three months. Take the ex-

KCR led Telangana government took the industrial

development as one of the major driving forces for the

growth of the newly carved state. The Chief Minister

himself interacted with the industry associations, 

officials to grasp the problems and issues. After a few

months of exercise it came out with a New Industrial 

Policy, claiming it as one of the best industrial 

policies in the world. 

For the first time, a

right has been created

for the entrepreneur to

seek approvals within a

time bound manner and

to impose penalties on

officials who cause

delay due to negligence

in according approvals.
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ample of the area designated for

Aerospace industry, what are

the salient features of this?

Jayesh Ranjan:Aerospace has

been identified as a priority sector

in the new industrial policy. the

Government will issue a sectoral

policy on aerospace very shortly

which will provide additional ben-

efits to new aerospace units.

telangana state industrial infra-

structure Corporation (tsiiC) is

taking steps to develop expansion

of aerospace park in ibrahimpat-

nam mandal.

Industrial View: Establishing

Pharma City in the outskirts of

Hyderabad is another major an-

nouncement. What are the

preparations and is there any

road map?

Jayesh Ranjan:land survey for the

new pharmacity in 2500 acres of

land identified in mucherla village

of Ranga Reddy district of estab-

lishing new pharmacity is in

progress. tsiiC is also calling for

tenders for preparation of master

plan and environment manage-

ment plan for the pharmacity.

Industrial View:What is the

present status of land bank in

the state? How many acres ear-

marked or in the process of ac-

quisition? What is the status of

land bank created previously

and number of acres available

for allocation immediately?

Jayesh Ranjan: tsiiC has2,35,000

acres in its land bank. Of these

lands, about 65,000 acres is read-

ily available for allotment.

Industrial View:What are the

Government is
considering 
extending 
incentives similar
to those given to
sC and st 
entrepreneurs BCs
and minorities
also. 
Chief minister 
has already 
announced this
during the 
discussions in the
legislative 
Assembly 
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plans of TSIIC for establishing

industrial parks and artisan

parks in rural areas?

Jayesh Ranjan: We will be taking

up phase-wise development of

new industrial policy in the state.

As mentioned in the new indus-

trial policy, all required infrastruc-

ture will be created beforehand,

before allotments are made to the

units.

Industrial View:Do you have any

proposals to strengthen ILAS in

the already existing industrial

areas in the state?

Jayesh Ranjan: the guidelines to

strengthen iAlAs and make them

representative local bodies have

been recently introduced. the same

guidelines will continue to be

adopted in telangana state also.

Industrial View:Artisans and

OBC sections are demanding in-

centives and schemes for estab-

lishing industrial units similar to

Scheduled Castes. What is the re-

sponse from the government?

Jayesh Ranjan: Government is con-

sidering extending incentives sim-

ilar to those given to sC and st

entrepreneurs BCs and minorities

also. Hon’ble Chief minister has

already announced this during the

discussions held in the legislative

Assembly.

Industrial View:thank you for

sharing the perspective and im-

plantation aspects of the mew in-

dustrial policy. We wish the new

policy to be a role model for other

states by benefiting the stake hold-

ers.
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“Tooling industry is the engine for growth of
the manufacturing industry”

With over 36 years of experience out of which six and a
half years at CITD, Shujayat Khan, 
Principal Director is the man behind CITD’s success in 
recent years. In a tete-a-tete with A P K Reddy 

Tell us more about the activities.

the institute has a legacy and i am just taking forward

the baton that was

handed over to me by

my predecessors. the

institute has grown by

leaps and bounds and

today is rated as one of

the best institutes in

the country. since

1968, the institute is

paying its part to boost

the tooling industry.

tooling industry is the

engine for growth of

the manufacturing in-

dustry. 

From where do stu-

dents mostly come?

not just students but

people from every sec-

tor be it the small,

medium and micro as

well as public sector

units have trained at Citd. A large number of foreign na-

tionals too get trained in various areas. 

The lack of quality is the bane of industry. Your com-

ments  

it is true that the lack of quality has hampered the in-

dustry. Our focus is on quality. We can also offer consul-

tancy in lean manufacturing and isi certification. We

want to address the industry associations in manufactur-

ing and electronics. We have been working towards this

end along with the two sub centres at Vijayawada and

Vishakhapatnam. 



Dr Rajat Kumar, 

Commissioner of Industries

speaks to A P K Reddy about the

general state of affairs and on the

plans for the small & medium  

Enterprises

“ We will put forward 
a proposal for transperency 

procurement act”
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On the need to improve infrastructure of indus-

tries in districts

in 1978 all over india a scheme was started to

facilitate the infrastructure development. the cap-

ital was provided by the government and opera-

tions handed over to districts. it is a fact that over

the years there has been no up gradation. 

now there is an effort to improve the infrastruc-

ture at diCs. A meeting was also held on June 5.

Computers, internet connectivity, estimates for all

buildings are underway. there is a plan to also

spruce up the office of the commissioner. it is a

heritage building; the plan is to revamp it in the

next nine months.

As regards to the state of the buildings some are

good, for instance at Vishakhapatnam and Cudda-

pah. there is a need for a new building at Waran-

gal as they are presently functioning out of a rented

space.  

On industrial promotional officers

the most important aspect is to define work for

industrial promotional officers. there are 110

ipOs recruited as on date. We have written to the

respective panchayats for space and the response

is positive. the need of the hour is to identify ac-

tivities suited to specific areas. the issues such as

backward linkages, natural resources and human

resources need to be taken into account. 

Constituency wise planning is going on with the

available data and a report is being prepared. 

On lack of staff at the Commissioners office

there is a shortage everywhere but the commis-

sionerate has been doing its job. this office dis-

burses eight types of incentives. today with the

6000 mee seva centres   entrepreneurs can claim

incentives. 

On CGTMSE 

the Credit Guarantee Fund trust for micro and

small enterprises (CGtmse) is a flagship pro-

gramme and is an inclusive scheme. loans upto

Rs 52,000 crores have been disbursed at all india

level, it is far from satisfactory in Andhra pradesh. 

On the allegation that the office of the commis-

sioner of industries is an advisory body and

banks are not heeding to its advice

We have been making appeals all forums, be it

slBC, sliC and even at the district levels. there

is also a need to question why banks are not giving

loans? entrepreneurs need to show viable projects

along with marketing potential. Once credible

projects are tabled, banks are bound to be inter-

ested. 

the commissionerate has been playing an active

role and is taking up the cause of the industry at

all given times. there are several technical issues

and in many instances the office cannot take deci-

sions beyond its purview. We do agree that there

is a need to streamline and monitor Gms at the dis-

trict level.  We will be conducting meetings with

deCs, Collectors, dms, and Gms. 

Many states have Transparency Procurement Act

but AP does not

it is a fact that Ap does not have one; the office

of the commisioner of industries will put forward

the proposal.

Big industries like Mahindra and Mahindra have

set up industry in the outskirts of Hyderabad but

locals are not being benefitted

it is too early to make a judgment. it is noticed

that when big industries set up plants they come

with their ancillaries. According to a recent survey

it is expected that 35 ancillaries would come up in

Andhra pradesh.  

On Facilitation Council

i am a member of the council and will be writ-

ing for five new councils in other parts of the state. 

On and allotment for small industries

it is under consideration. that is all i can say at

the moment. 

On granite industry 

there are many unresolved issues pertaining to

the granite industry. power, royalty, mining leases

and Chinese competition. the commissionerate is

ready to meet the representatives of the granite in-

dustry and chalk out a plan. 
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skill development 

mAntRA
is the 
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Industry is not just investments. Human element

is the key for production. In the times of explosion

in knowledge systems, rapid spread of global 

capital Indian Industry is in search of ‘Skill’ which

can assure flow of capital and industrialisation

which can steer the country to progress. 

Here is an institution National Institute of

Micro, Medium and Small Enterprises, popularly

known as ni-msme, which has a modest but 

visionary origin, engaged in training skilled 

manpower for the past five decade with dedication

and commitment. If industries are considered as

the modern temples, this institution is producing

lakhs of priests to worship labour power and

production.

M Chandrasekhar Reddy, Director General of

ni-msme shared the goals, achievements of the 

institute and his vision on skill development and

training manpower in an exclusive interview with

Industrial View 
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Industrial View: Can you briefly

explain about the nature and role

of ni-msme in training the man-

power and working for the cause

of micro, small and medium enter-

prises?

Chandrasekhar Reddy: Basically

ni-msme is a training institute.

Apart from training many new ini-

tiatives we have been taking up in

terms of consultancy, research and

evaluation studies. We have been

developing new curriculum, train-

ers’ manuals, and new modules.

every passing year we are trying

to keep on adding new things so

that technical education we impart

is up to date.Our mandate is to

serve to serve at national and in-

ternational level. 

What are the milestones and

achievements of your institute in

the past five decades?

We have many achievements to

our credit, to name a few, a note-

worthy thing is our institute had

unesCO chair to work exclu-

sively on policy issues on msme

sector. unidO recognition is an-

other feather in the cap of the in-

stitute. Our association with

international agencies like ilO,

Afro-Asian Rural development

Organisation (AARdO) made our

presence global. 

How many trainingprogrammes

have been conducted in the past

three years?

in the last 50 years ni-msme has

conducted 6,500 programs and in

which 2,75,000persons partici-

pated. in the past three years we

have made rapid strides in terms

of numbers and quality also. in the

last 1,70,000 participants were

benefitted through 5,000 pro-

grams.

the reason for the leap and in-

crease in the number of programs

in the recent years is that the min-

istry of msme has introduced a

scheme exclusively for this insti-

tutealong with two other national

institutions. Because of the best

support of the ministry this could

be achieved. the will of the

msme ministry to protect this in-

stitution is the reason for the sur-

vival and progress of ni-msme. 

talking about examples of indi-

viduals, there are many examples
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of successful industrialists who

got basic training at this institute.

Vijay electricals, a leading manu-

facturer in electrical items is one

such shining example. in early 70s

the training imparted on tech-

nocrats by this institute has pro-

duced many successful

entrepreneurs. this was initiated

by the department of science &

technology and could contribute

to the growth of entrepreneurship

in the country.

Generally educational institu-

tions depend financially on gov-

ernments to survive. As an

exception, ni-msme stood as a

shining example of self-suffi-

ciency and financial independent

institution. How did you achieve

this? 

till 2001 there were some

grants from msme ministry for

this institute. the year 2001-02

was a glorious year for us as

this institute grew as an in-

come-generating self-suf-

ficient centre. 

most significant

achievement of this institu-

tion is its financial strength

of self-generation. this goal

which was attained in 2001 is not

a small achievement as this is cru-

cial for survival of any institution.

Finances are generated through

trainings, consultancies and vari-

ous other programs are on a con-

stant increasing mode in the past

15 years. 

salaries for the employees,

daily expenses, expenses for the

maintenance of infrastructure and

basic amenities- all are met with

the funds generated by ni-msme

itself. ministry can be only ap-

proached for allocations on capital

expenditure for expansions and

extensions but not for day-to-day

running of the institute. 

What is the programme which

could reflect the core philosophy

of ni-msme in serving youth and

entrepreneurship? 

entrepreneur development pro-

gramme for youth is undoubtedly

our major program. 45 trades-

ministry schemes- in the last three

years one lakh youth were trained.

even after training, we follow-up

their advancement and it was

found that on an average 40% are

benefitted through either wage

employment or self-employment,

mainly wage employment. 

What is the criterion for selection

of courses?

ministry is insisting to increase

this to 70%. in this year planning

the ministry is stressing on select-

ing the areas, sectors and locations

where jobs and apprentice pro-

grams are available and linking

programs based on national skill

Qualification Framework doc-

ument. We are working on

that. We are trying design qual-

itative, result-oriented programs

under the guidance

of the ministry here

in this institution

we are planning to

introduce at least

ten new trades which

are in demand, apart

from the central gov-

ernment suggested ones. 

Do you have any new and in

• Conducted a pioneering Research study in Achievement mo-

tivation in association with professor david mc-Clelland`s

Kakinada experiment (1964)

• Organised the First executive laboratory in india (1964)

• Conducted the First international training programme in sme

development (1969)

• established a specialised information Centre, the small en-

terprises national documentation Centre (sendOC) (1971)

• established a Branch Regional Centre at Guwahati (1979)

• Attained national status and Renamed as national institute of

small industry extension training (nisiet) (1984)

• unCesCO Chair (1997)

• Achieved self – sufficiency (2001-02)

MILESTONES
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novative plans in the coming

years?

One new thing i am planning to

introduce is e-training. We are

going to begin this very shortly.

this is needed because it is not

possible take all of our programs

to every nook and corner of this

country. it is possible only through

e-modules and e-learning. if we

can do this enrolment will be very

high as there no problem with in-

ternet access. this year we will in-

troduce 10 or 15 trades and in

future expanding the quality in

training and number of trades. i

visualise to make these course ma-

terials available online for the

learners. this proposal was

mooted by me and the ministry

appreciated the idea and gave a

nod for implementation.  We have

already uploaded demos on our

website as a first stage and the

commercialisation is yet to be

started. this one of the novel thing

i want to introduce this year.

mushroom cultivation, open of-

fice, interior designing, animation,

cosmetology, repairing of motors

and electrical gadgets are the

trades which we are introducing.

the fee will be very nominal

around Rs 500. 

Skill development is the

catch word in the pres-

ent days. How do you

view skill development in

our country compared to

other industrialised coun-

tries? 

the difference between the de-

veloped countries and countries

like india is very glaring. in Ger-

many and Australia plumbers are

respected, whereas in our country

they are looked down. it is be-

cause there are doctoral courses in

plumbing. skill development ini-

tiatives in those countries are at

multi-levels. they have courses

from level one to ten. those who

cross fifth level are treated as

white-collared workers and re-

spected. similar is the case with

other trades, electrician, welder,

fitter and all technical trades.

there is a long way to reach those

levels for us in our country. it’s

good thing that awareness about

skill is increasing in our society. 

In the context of ‘Skill India’ and

‘Make in India’ what role ni-

msme is expected to play?

undoubtedly institutions like

ours has a much higher role than

what it was in the context of skill

india, make in india and digital

india slogans of the central gov-

ernment. incubation centres are

going to play an important role in

the next three four years to make

skill india achievable. if we can

establish incubation centres we

can impart practical training and

d e v e l o p

• Assisted the tanzanian Government in establishing sidO

(1974)

• B2B transactions with uganda, namibia, south Africa,

Bhutan, nigeria, sudan, Cameroon and Ghana (2000-2007)

• international programmes for Bank of Ghana (2006 – 08);

• All –time record of 28 international executive development

programmes; five of them specially for African Countries

(2007-08)

• Outreach programme for African women executives as a fore-

runner to india – Africa Forum summit (2008)

• international programmes for Bangladesh small & Cottage

industries Corporation (BsCiC) (2008-09)

GlOBAl pResenCe in sKill deVelOpment
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skill. ni-msme is also planning to

start two or three incubation cen-

tres in the current financial year. 

in the context of make in india,

we want to equip the students with

not only technical training but also

with innovative style and knowl-

edge of support services. not just

certificate of one technical trade

but also understanding on process

of establishing a unit. this will

help in establishing more and

more companies.

Your institution carries studies on

various aspects of industry. Can

you share about any recent study

which can make a difference in

the present situation?

Apart from the skill develop-

ment programs significant work

is a study on reorganising dis-

trict industries Centres (diCs) in

our country. secretary of msme

was enthusiastic and wholeheart-

edly supported

our proposal when we first dis-

cussed about the condition of

diCs. We completed our study in

the state of Odisha. if this study

is analysed and the proposals

implemented there would be a

great change in the situation

of diCs. Reorganising of

diCs and making them

effective in function-

ing and turning them

into entrepreneur-

friendly is the aim

of this study. We

completed and sub-

mitted the study. if this

study is approved and re-

structuring is done on those

lines face of diCs will be

changed in the country.

How does the institute coordi-

nate and participate in prepar-

ing the official machinery for

the growth of industry?

in coordination with apex in-

stitutions like national Academy

of administration at mussorie

and national police academy in

Hyderabad, we work with top

and vital echelons of bureau-

cracy. We are organising induc-

tion programmes for newly

recruited industry promotion Of-

ficers in ten states. they are

being trained on various basic as-

pects on industry. in the current

year 2014-15 we have organised

induction programmes for in six

states of Kerala, Bihar, uttar

pradesh, Odisha, meghalaya and

madhya pradesh. this is one of

our best qualitative initiatives. 

in 2014-15 we organised 700

programs independently apart

from the programs of the min-

istry. these were because of the

approach and persuasion we

could establish with other depart-

ments and ministries.

How do you see the future of ni-

msme?

i hope the year 2015-16 will

be furthermore productive and

fruitful year in terms of achieve-

ments for ni-msme both qualita-

tively, quantitatively and

financially. entire ni-msme ma-

chinery is geared up to take the

challenges and fulfil the expecta-

tions of the ministry of msme.

telangana and Andhra pradesh

governments are also very sup-

portive to ni-msme and hope to

serve the industrial sectors of

these states. 

the vision and contribution of

my predecessors, dedication and

commitment of our employees

made this possible. Basically

team work at ni-msme is our

strength.

ReseARCH 

And studies
• Case studies and Video

documentaries on s&t

entrepreneurs (1986)

• development of First

Computerised software

package on simulation

exercises for small in-

dustry management

(simsim) (1987)

• project Appraisal and

evaluation (CApe)

(1996)

• national workshop on

msme Cluster develop-

ment conducted in new

delhi (2008)
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Saving Sick unit,

a two-way process

C Doraswamy, General Manager

of Andhra Bank and convener of

State Level Bankers 

Committee (SLBC) and

Empowered Committee (EC) 

of RBI, speaks on issues 

bothering entrepreneurs for a

long time. Harmony between the

banker and the entrepreneur is

crucial for both the bank and the 

borrower, he says  
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F
inancing and recovery is always a con-

cern area for both banks and benefici-

aries. How do you see this

contradiction and what is your bank’s ap-

proach in resolving this?  

there is no contradiction. it is two way prob-

lem.  entrepreneur has to find out a viable proj-

ect basing on availability of raw materials, man

power other infrastructure, marketing facilities.

An entrepreneur with all these inputs, proper

educational qualifications and little margin

money, coordination with the industry depart-

ment will be approaching bank. Banker always

looks for a prospective borrower with econom-

ically viable industrial unit; it can be micro,

small, medium or large. 

now with the relaxed guidelines for bankers

under Credit Guarantee scheme, up to Rs 1

crore collateral security, is financed. Banker

should get confidence on the entrepreneurial ca-

pacities of the borrower, margin and secondar-

ily collateral or without collateral under Credit

Guarantee scheme. Field inspections, backward

and forward linkages, good project report for

the successful running or cash flows for the fu-

ture are other aspects banker looks into. then

only processing for finance will begin.

Both the banker and borrower meticulously

follow the time line. entrepreneur should en-

sure that commercial production starts accord-

ing to the stipulated time line. if there is a gap

in this the project will get hit and ultimately that

industry suffers. Banker also should look into

the requirements and support the entrepreneur,

of course only on the financial side. Other in-

frastructural structures and administrative is-

sues have to be taken care of the entrepreneur

in c-ordination with the other agencies.

Bankers have the duty of not only finance

other moral support but also providing moral

support. if the unit fails, over dues pile-up, re-

sulting in npA and penal interests and finally

kills the unit. 

According to CGTMSE banks can grant loans

up to Rs. 1 crore. Can you share Andhra

Bank’s approach, status and proposals regard-

ing this?

this CGtmse scheme was there since 2006

or so, with Grameena Banks as member lend-

ing institutions (mlis). now from the past

three years the coverage of the unit up to Rs 1

crore or small investors is happening. Ambi-

tiously we will be projecting but the perform-

ance is very low. last year targets were very

high, but this year it is realistic. 

Coverage of CGtmse is where the entrepre-

neur does not have collateral security. if the en-

trepreneur has security if he is covered under

this will be a burden on him because bankers

will charge entry fee, annual fee to the extent of

3% or so. so the message has gone to the

bankers that wherever the entrepreneur does not

have collateral security, they have to be covered

under CGtmse. 

it is happening, of course not on the ex-

pected levels. Banks declared the msme year

declared to include bearing credit guarantee fee

according to the particular bank’s policy to

lessen the burden of the entrepreneur. situation

will improve if the sensitization at the bank

level is done, more awareness of the entrepre-

neurs about the scheme and the cooperation of

the government departments like KViC, diC

etc.
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There is a general opinion arrived at, in RBI fo-

rums that, banks are not showing interest in grant-

ing loans under CGTMSE. Bank Managers at

lower level are not coming forth to give loans. Is it

because of the problems involved in recovery?

there are certain steps need to be followed by

banks whenever the unit fails and the overdue or

npA the banker has to claim the recovery from

the Credit Guarantee Fund Corporation. For that

there are prerequisites, like serving the notice

and filing suit against borrower. Before that also

on time remittance of premium has to be done. 

Bankers should meticulously follow it. Oth-

erwise if the unit is failed on account of these

failure, claim from the credit guarantee fund. in

case of failing in all these, branch manager will

be held responsible. this should be registered

with the banker. like the time taken for the suc-

cess of education loans, this CGtmse, will be suc-

cessful after some time. 

About the data provided by banks, you can find on

the respective banks’ websites the coverage under

CGtsme scheme, year-wise. it shows that the cov-

erage under this scheme is slowly increasing. there

is some discrepancies in different states, if we com-

pare with tamil nadu, the performance is poor in Ap

and tamil nadu. Wherever land records and property

documents are well maintained coverage under this

scheme is more. 

Some banks say that 50% of the loans are not re-

covered. Is it true? What is to be done to come out

of this situation?

in the previous meetings of slBC and eC for the

past two three years, we have discussed about impor-

tant factors for the survival of msmes like power

and raw material. Banker can finance but cannot pro-

vide other things. When there is no support from

other agencies and government organisations it will

hit the unit. then the ability of the unit and viability

of the unit has to be looked into of bringing more

money to continue the unit to function and resched-

uling and restructuring of the loan. 

this depends on the approach and interest of the

entrepreneur couple with the interest of the banker

to rehabilitate. the entrepreneur should approach the
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banker in time in case of failure in remittance and in-

form and banker should be made understand the sit-

uation. if he approaches lately at the time of

declaring npA or just before, if the branch manager

is also willing to help, guidelines does not permit to

help the unit.

Once the account is identified as npA, the banker

will be suffering the loss, apart from the entrepre-

neur. in small accounts the branch managers do not

have the power to restructure the loan. it has to be

done at a higher level and the entrepreneur has to be

very patient get the things done. At the same time the

banker has to be proactive to help and see the micro

unit survive. this is a two-way process.   

RBI rules say that a unit shall be declared as NPA

within 90 days in the case of defaulting payments

leading to stress on banks. As a result banks are im-

plementing Surfaesi Act without giving a breathing

space to the entrepreneur. This situation is driving

away first generation entrepreneurs from starting

new industries or ventures. As bankers are account-

able for recovery, Managers from Scale I to Scale

VI are under duress. What should be done for re-

solving this issue? 

ninety-day period for industry is made with a

reason. entrepreneur should know well about the

level of activity, level of income generation, in-

stallment part, stock statement, outstanding bal-

ance amount and everything. if the entrepreneur

knows the perspective of the bank in giving the

loan, how the bank judges his unit as a good unit,

him as a good entrepreneur and a good account,

from the beginning should have a dialogue with the

banker. 

if any problem comes ninety days is a good time

to solve. Banks are serving notices after one month

when there is overdue, and then only notices are

sent. it is the responsibility of the entrepreneur to

approach the bank in time for restructuring or find-

ing remedial measures. As bankers are dealing with

public money they are accountable. As banker has

a stake of 80% in the unit they have to follow-up

regularly. in future to monthly, bi-monthly stream-

lining the accounts will be done. 

Banker has to look into restructuring or anything

before or after declaring npA the profit of the

bank. Application of the policies and by looking

into ground realities it is to be dealt case to case at

the branch level.  
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Regarding restructuring and rehabilitation of NPAs

what should be the measures? Especially in the

erstwhile state of Andhra Pradesh and present

states of AP and Telangana power crisis is the

major villain for about 80% of the units running

with mere 50% of operating capacity. How your

bank is helping rehabilitation of such units?

Rehabilitation as i have earlier told whenever the

unit is showing the signs of sickness bankers should

be made aware of it within 90 days and should be

done. But practically, non-approach of the entrepre-

neur and non-response of the banker is a reason for

this situation. 

Having invested the banker should take care and

as the owner of the unit the entrepreneur has to be

responsible. even after identification of insipid sick-

ness it has to be found out whether the running of the

unit is viable or not. this exercise has to be done by

the bank. But it is not happening on expected lines.

this delay is resulting in chronic overdue. Another

thing is by taking genuine issues like erratic power

supply, problem of transport and raw materials, the

banker also should look how far they can extend. 

entrepreneur should be made aware by the

bankers and government agencies about the norms

of npA as we are dealing with the public money.

Coming to the npA it is the prudential norms to be

on par with the international standards. Relaxation

of norms will be good for case to case, for certain in-

dustry or for certain geographical location.   

RBI guidelines states that guarantors are desig-

nated as wilful defaulters if the original beneficiary

is not repaying the loans. Many industry bodies are

opposing this as this rule drives away the guaran-

tors. What is your view?

in banking norms, any one offers to be a guaran-

tor; it is treated as personal guarantee also as the bank

want security for the loan. depending of the history,

maintaining of the account, the banker may consider

the case of guarantor also basing on the merit.  

What are the measures taken by Andhra Bank,

SLBC to prevent NPAs, and the measures taken

after declaring a unit NPA? 

to prevent npA close follow up and monitoring

of the unit and accounts are the available options

with the bank. From the day of disbursement moni-

toring of utilization of money is required. the banks

have to observe including the equity of the borrower

and whether the timeline of the project is being main-

tained. Close follow of the accounts and inspections

certainly help in preventing npAs. 

After declaring npAs we issue the notices under

surfaesi Act for immovable property to the principle

borrower and guarantor and also if there is a third

party guarantee. taking possession of assets and dis-

posal of assets is done transparently. For everything

there is stipulated time, to a maximum 180 days. Ac-

tions will follow as per the procedures whether it is

banker or the entrepreneur. 

Method of account transfer by bankers without the

knowledge of the account holder is another prob-

lem many entrepreneurs are facing. This is leading

to cheque bounces and loss of credibility. How can

you resolve this to help the entrepreneur?
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As soon as the account is becoming over-

due, bankers take steps to see that the ac-

count will not become npA, in the interest of

the unit. After a prolonged persuasion also if

the borrower does not respond to save the ac-

count and the bank, the banker will resort to

transferring the account. the entrepreneur

should cooperate with the banker by seeing

the funds are not completely drained. 

this is not the mechanical aspect but a

human aspect where the entrepreneur should

work for this with the help of the banker. i

do not deny that there are no cases where

banks went wrong, but generally after per-

suasion only this will be done. Bankers

should inform the account holder about the

debit when it is done without the latter’s

knowledge.

As convener of SLBC what were your expe-

riences and views about the banks obliging

and implementing the recommendations of

SLBC and SLIIC?

As the Convener of slBC what i have no-

ticed is that this is the forum where the griev-

ances of entrepreneurs can be addressed

especially for the rehabilitation of the units

and not for any compromises or settlements.

settlements and compromises have to be

done at the particular bank’s level only and

not by the other agency in between. 

At the same time, cases are referred with

more sensitization of the entrepreneurs to ap-

proach this forum. to be more specific in the

last six months, there is an increase of num-

ber of cases referred to this forum and reso-

lution of the cases referred. sensitization is

a must and the bankers also must come pre-

pared to take pro-active decisions and take

up the unit basing on the merits. the persons

representing the banks in the forum should

be competent to take and implement the de-

cisions.
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Malkapur Park gets Rs 2 crore sanction
Subsequent to the report in Industrial View magazine and represen-

tation by FSME-AP, the central as well as state government sanction

funds for the revival of the textile park

in the inaugural issue of industrial View in June, an article titled ‘Malka-

pur Textile Park crying for attention’ was featured where a detailed

report on the state of the park was reported. it was followed by a repre-

sentation by Federation of small medium enterprises Andhra pradesh

(Fsme-Ap) to the central and state government to revive the park. 

in a meeting held recently in Hyderabad, G Biksham, president,

malkapur textile park, n K d prasad, secretary, representatives of

Fsme-Ap and other government officials briefed the union minister

for Handloom and textiles, Rayapadu sambasiva Rao, state minister

for Handloom and textiles, G prasad Kumar about the state of affairs

of the park. 

lack of infrastructure, training and government apathy reduced the

park to a near abandoned state. But based on the report in industrial

View and subsequent effort of Fsme-Ap, the state

government woke up and sanctioned Rs 2 crore

for the revival of the park. 

union minister for Handloom and tex-

tiles, Rayapadu sambasiva Rao prom-

ised full support for the park after the

state minister for Handloom and tex-

tiles, G prasad Kumar sanctioned Rs 2

crore. the central minister said that the

centre would bear the extra cost. 

A separate committee would be making

a visit to malkapur soon to make an in-

depth study and submit a report. 

Rs 2 crore sanctioned for
Autonagar Park, Nellore
Post the publication of an article 

‘Nellore autonagar Industrial Park

loses gear’ in industrial View and represen-

tation by Fsme-Ap, Autonagar park in nellore

received a Rs 2 crore sanction from Andhra pradesh

industrial infrastructure Corporation (ApiiC). 

entrepreneurs at the Autonagar park have been left

to fend for themselves without proper roads, build-

ings, water and power. many set up make shift tents

and are running business inside the park. industrial

View reported on the sad plight of the entrepreneurs.

it later took up the cause and made a representation

to ApiiC and submitted a report. 

in a welcome move, ApiiC sanctioned Rs 2 crore,

out of which Rs 1 crore has been granted. it has to

be mentioned that the new md Jayesh Ranjan took

immediate action. 

entrepreneurs hail the decision  

the entrepreneurs at nellore Autonagar have hailed

the decision and said that it is an unprecedented

move from ApiiC. in the past ten years, several rep-

resentations were made but to no avail. sudeer, an

entrepreneur said, “We have hope that the park will

get a new lease of life. there is a great need to im-

prove infrastructure inside the park.”  

Industrial 
View

Impact
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